During the past year the Libraries have benefited from the thoughtfulness and generosity of many supporters. Gifts to the Libraries continually enhance our collections and help us provide better resources for students and faculty. The high quality of our Libraries is due in no small part to the enduring interest and support of our Friends.

Every effort has been made to accurately report all donors who have made a gift to the libraries. If we've made an error, please let us know.

FRIENDS OF THE SMITH COLLEGE LIBRARIES

Champion
Peggy Block Danziger '62 and Richard Danziger
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Christine Erickson '65
Stefanie Frame '98
Betsy Lamson Humphreys '69
   in memory of Elizabeth Schroder Hoxie '69
   and Nancy Reilly '69
Frances Elk Scher '53
   in memory of Eleanor Glicksman Kluger '53
Sarah Thomas '70

Patrons
Dee Bates
Mary Fiske Beck '56
Anne Birdsell Brown '62
Elizabeth Mugar Eveillard '69 & Jean-Marie Eveillard
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Ann Kaplan '67
Carol and David Hamilton
   in honor of Caroline Hamilton '08
Janice Carlson Oresman '55
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Steven Golann
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Joan Spillsbury Stockard '51
Mary Wilson '69
   in memory of James Wilson

Sustaining Members
Nancy Veale Ahern '58
   in honor of James Niederman &
   in memory of Marian Olley McMillan '26 and
   Gladys Beach Veale '26
Judith Kievit Barney '61
Gail Berney '75
   in memory of Arthur Berney
Edith Stenhouse Bingham '55
Deborah Duncan '77
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Lisa Gustin Fitzsimmons '80
Joan Haseltine
Barbara Brown Judge '46
   in memory of Lyn Judge Corbett '74
Ann Safford Mandel '53
Eleni Mavromati '96
Katherine Young McGhee '66
Mary McPherson '57
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Stephanie Mudick '76
Rita Seplowitz Saltz '60
Simmons College
   in memory of Paul Alpers
Contributing Members

Megan Adamson ’75
  in memory of Victoria Flournoy McCarthy ’75
Jacqueline Anderson ’80
Donna Attanasio ’81
  in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard ’81
Kathleen Killian Balun ’72
Jennifer Beachell ’94
  in honor of Kim Bierwert
Sarah Bellrichard ’94
Nancy Keebler Bissell ’61
Barbara Borenstein Blumenthal ’75 and Joseph Blumenthal
Andrea Zeitlan Bonn ’73
Nancy Mason Bradbury ’74 and Scott Bradbury
Melvin Carlson
Brigitte Carnochan
  in memory of Paul Alpers
Judith Carroll ’74
Carol Christ
Martha Clute ’48
Howard and Barbara Cohen
  in honor of Sarah Cohen ’00
Sarah Cohen ’00
  in memory of Ronald Macdonald
Eileen Conder ’60
Jennifer Connolly ’73
Jill Ker Conway
Chris Cullens ’80
Deborah Holmes Cushman ’77
Mary Spivy Dangremond ’76
Marie-Jose Delage
  in memory of Doris Silbert ’25
Donna Robinson Divine and Thomas Divine
  in honor of Carol Christ &
  in memory of Paul Alpers
Nancy Ruddell Duck ’63
Christina Janson Eldridge ’53
Mary Schimminger Hinds ’76
Judith Ryan Fergin ’73
Bernice Perloff Fierman ’50
Wendy and Thomas Fileti
Susan Ohaus Flint ’78
Judith Stern Golub ’66 and Sidney Golub
  in memory of Paul Alpers
Carol Joyce Gotwals ’50
Mary McMurtrie Griffenberg ’55
  in memory of Ruth Sears Chute ’27,
  Mary Chute McMurtrie ’26,
  Eliza Robinson 1890
Melissa Hansen ’81
  in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard ’81
Jean Newburger Hiersteiner ’43
  in memory of Joan Greenblatt ’43
Ann Wellmeier Hilliard ’59
Mary Schimminger Hinds ’76
Mary Sneed Hinkel ’73
Anna Craig Hogan ’66
  in memory of Jeanne Hampton Shearer ’66
Stephanie Jacobson-Landon ’95
  in memory of Paul Alpers
Catherine Jenkins ’96
Susan John ’89
Paulette Steinberg Kessler ’74
Sue Shapiro Klau ’68
Deborah Knuth-Klenck ’74
  in memory of Frank Ellis
Josefa Manella Kolodzieczyk ’75
Betsy Inglis Lawrence ’82
Elizabeth Dunton Levine ’00
Jennifer Gold Levy ’76
Alexander Lindsey
  in memory of Paul Alpers
Patricia Mail ’65
Jane McInerny ’78
  in memory of Janet Viggiani ’78
  in memory of Louise Zanar ’78
Mary McLean ’68
Judith Bronstein Milestone '66  
in memory of Paul Alpers

Jane Ross Moore '51  
in memory of Jennette Hitchcock '31

Claudia Cross Morgenstern '72

Joanne Dunne Murphy '82

Priscilla Johnston Murphy '69

Honey Nash '54

David and M. Catharine Newbury

Gail Nichols '68

Susan Goodman Novick '81  
in honor of Ann Edwards Shanahan '59

Maureen O'Brien '54

Sheila More Ogden '50

Cande Olsen '72

Victoria O'Reilly '82

Josephine Ott  
in memory of Doris Silbert '25

Alison Overseth '80

Phyllis Paige '80  
in memory of Margaret Storrs Grierson '22  
in memory of Elizabeth Power Richardson '43

Elisabeth Morgan Pendleton '62  
in memory of Constance Morrow Morgan '35

Deborah Pevsner '93

Mary Damiano Pinney '58

Caro Pinto '04

Susan Proctor '68

E. Upshur Smith Puckette '57

Andrea Ray '85

Estelle Cutler Rosen '63  
in memory of Mary Mensel '18

Tracy Garrett Rubin '77 and Stephen Rubin  
in memory of Paul Alpers

M. Beverly Ryburn '43

Catherine Wheaton Saines '89

Marylynn Salmon and Joseph O'Rourke

Ann Sanford '75

Cathy Schoen '70

Susan Seamans '70

Eugenie Sherer '58

Diana Simplair '87

Nancy Ward Smith '50  
in honor of Mary Irwin

Joan Rosenthal Sokotch '68

Estelle Glatt Sosland '46 and Morton Sosland

Cheryl Stadel-Bevans '90

Nan Smith Stifel '77

Martha Wood Subber '69  
in honor of Emily Churchill Wood '46  
in memory of Ruth Pierson Churchill '19

Kathleen Swaim  
in memory of Elizabeth Swaim

Audrey Tanner '91

Gretchen Nordloh Tieder '88  
in memory of Lynn Walters '88

Barbara Judge Townsend '74  
in memory of Lyn Judge Corbett '74

Sarah Trabucchi '00

Jill Tsutsui '98

Sandra Tullius '84

Eugenie Sherer '58

Ellen Trout Van Iwaarden '81  
in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard '81

Janet Boorky Wallstein '71  
in memory of Mary Stone Melrose '71 &  
Sandra Brazaitis O'Leary '71

Barbara Stevens Weeks '53

C. Ann Rowland Welsh '76

Noreen Fucci White '79

Marsha Wicheart '60

Kathryn Davie Wood '86

Nancy Judge Wood '73  
in memory of Lyn Judge Corbett '74

Stephanie Woodson '85

Arlene Colbert Wszalek '83

Jennifer Chin Yen '95

Larzer Ziff

Shelley Zuraw '78

Household Members

Kimberly Albright '72  
in memory of Paul Alpers
David Alpers and Washington University in St. Louis
in memory of Paul Alpers

Caroline Dwight Bain '44

Virginia Brown Bauer '59

Adele Brawer Baydin '51
in memory of Sadie Dingfelder '01

Sanford Belden
in memory of Paul Alpers

Miriam Haskell Berlin '48

Margot Bair Biery '64

Lisa Bitel '80

Kathryn Bonomi '78
in memory of Sandra Streepey '58

Evelyn Brown '72

Laurette Martin Bryan '51

Linda Butler '74 and William Montgomery

Nicole Le Blanc Buxton '98

Mary Wiesman Carter '64
in memory of Constance Wiesman '67

Linda Smith Charles '74
in memory of Paul Alpers

Bootie Charon '59

Susan Ferrell Cianci
in honor of Sasha Ferrell '03

Clarke School for the Deaf
in memory of Paul Alpers

Deborah Diemand '66

Lauren Dillard '73

Susan Van Deuren Donovan '76

Jennifer Duncan '91

Katherine Easer '95

Paula Ferris Einaudi '65
in memory of Paul Alpers

Yen-Tsai Feng

April Hoxie Foley '69
in memory of Paul Alpers

Elvin Fowell
in memory of Dorothy Lilly Fowell '24 and Eunice Lilly '19

Gordon Fowler

Lynn Smith Fox '77
in memory of Paul Alpers

Jane Garrett
in honor of Ann Edwards Shanahan '59

Francie Grace '76
in memory of Paul Alpers

Melody Senft Hardy '71

Eszter Hargittai '96
in honor of Bruce Sajdak

Jess deCourcy Hinds '00

J. Parker Huber

Julie Iatron '97

Jocelyne Kolb '72 and Konrad Kenkel

Valerie Skorka Lafleur '64 and Norman Lafleur

John Lancaster and Daria D'Arienzo
in memory of Ruth Mortimer Lancaster '53

Elisabeth Lauterbach Laskin '88
in memory of Paul Alpers

Mary Loutrel '61
in honor of Mary Bordes '92

Jacquelyn Moorad '01

Rachel Moore
in memory of Paul Alpers

Katharine Newhouse
in memory of Mary Anne Oakley '47

Margaret Collins Oakley '82

Judith Pelham '67
in memory of Paul Alpers

Ronald and Judith Perera

Norman Rosen

Elizabeth Salsedo '02

Samuel Samuels
in memory of Paul Alpers

Marcia Schofield '65
in memory of Paul Alpers

William Sheehan

Denise Silber '74

Emily Stipes Watts '58

Joanna Wong '06

Karen Zens '71

Individual Members

Anonymous
Amy Abramson ’85
in honor of Colleen DelVecchio
Joan Afferica
Amy Allen ’90
Stephanie Anderson ’09
Shani Armbruster ’03
Carolyn Baldwin ’09
Barbara Stoneback Barry ’64
Anne Benvenuto ’01
Jean Nielsen Berry ’58
Sarah Murdock Bolster ’50
Amanda Bowen
Joan Epstein Bragen ’56
in honor of Anastasia Spelios Andreson ’56
Barbara Andrews Brinkley ’65
Margaret M. Brown ’66 and Michael Brown
Esta Smith Busi ’59
Sondra Freed Caplan ’57
Sarah Carter ’03
Barbara Case ’53
Isabelle Cazeaux ’46
Floyd and Sheri Cheung
Clara-Mae Chittum ’66
Alethea Oliver-Olsen Cono ’98
Eleanor Bostwick Crownfield ’51
Gail de los Santos Anderson ’79
Elizabeth Galbraith DeCarolis ’58
in memory of Vernon Gotwals
Natalie Brown Denton ’45
Randy and Kimberly Dickhut
in honor of Leslie Carothers ’64
Patricia Spring Dube ’49
in memory of Janet Ballon Orton ’49
Nancy Duff-Boehm ’73
Jane Mayer Eisner ’53
Corey Fabian Borenstein ’08
Anne Farr ’66
Jean Kalt Field ’43
Maureen Flannery
Amanda Mayo Fost ’91
Ivy Lindstrom Fredericks ’81
in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard ’81
Susan Friedman ’62
Kathryn Gabriel
Katherine Fraumeni Ginnetty ’81
Nancy Holmes Goodale ’59
Ann Gordon ’66
Nancy Hughes ’82
in memory of Patricia Olmsted
Diane Hummelbrunner ’88
Ileana Jimenez ’97
Carolyn French Judson ’49
in memory of Eileen Rooney Driscoll ’49
Karen Kaplan ’73
in memory of Vernon Harvard
Roberta Klein ’74
Emily Knox ’98
Isabel Koster ’05
Allison La Pointe ’97
Marjorie Lamberti ’59
Ellen Doty Lanahan ’63
Ellen Canby Lynch ’70
Lindsay Mason Mack ’00
Julia MacKenzie ’79
Diana Greeff MacVeagh ’59
David Magidson
in memory of Hinda Praskin Magidson ’58
Leslie Mark ’83
in memory of Paul Alpers
Carolina Miranda Miranda-Silva ’93
Lydia Mitchell ’80
in memory of Janet Aldrich Mitchell ’49
Katherine Naughton ’70
Susan Altshuler Norton ’82
Halley Ofner
in memory of Paul Alpers
Lenora Paglia ’83
in memory of Pasquale Paglia
Anne Rittershofer-Neumann ’58
in honor of Helen Neumann
Susanne Roberts ’66
Katharine McCagg Robinson ’56
Karen Rohan '79
Jennifer Samolewicz
in memory of Paul Alpers
Joan Sigel Schuman '62
Kathryn Service
Carole Rosenfeld Settle '64
Virginia Sharpe '81
Bethany Singer-Baefsky '11
Smith College Class of 1977
in memory of Paul Alpers
Smith College Club of Belmont
Ruth Ames Solie '64
Cynthia Sommer '75
Sallie Thompson Soule '50
Joseph Spang
Ellen Staelin
Leo Saajasto
Sarah Dwight Stewart '54
Charlotte Sturm '98
Jaime Taylor '06
Jill Timbers '76
Lynn Worrey Valle '03
in memory of Paul Alpers
Marta Gutierrez van Dam '89
Elizabeth Gallaher von Klemperer '44
Kay Voravong '02
Mary Curley Vos '52
Malea Young Walker '04
Alethea Oliver-Olsen Cono '98
Patricia Weed '53
Kalle Gerritz Weeks '67
Dorothy Booth Witwer '52
Marilyn Woodman
in memory of Paul Alpers
Rosalyn Zakheim '69
Phyllis Hitchcock Zweifel '00

Gifts Under $50
Anonymous
Amanda Lee Keammerer Aderibigbe '09
Katharine Talcott Atterbury '51
Kristen Larson Ball '91
Gloria Kelminson Bellis '51
Martha Berg '70
John Bien
Nancy Black '76
in memory of Rita Beck Black '71
Victoria Blooston '81
in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard '81
Miriam Cady '04
Jacqueline Chiquoine '10
Jordan Clements '06
Sarah Clifthorne '02
Paulina Do '10
Catherine and Lloyd Dodwell
Ann Rubin Dominick '80
in memory of Elizabeth Sheppard '81
Barbara Dugall Drinkwater '63
Marilyn Flores '09
Melissa Fox '11
Kathleen Gabel '06
Anne Mundsinger Galli '02
Megan E. Geissler '98
Theanne Griffith '08
Alexandra Halasz '10
Grace Smith Hinkley '50
Amanda Izzo '99
Lucy King
in memory of Mary Anne Oakley '47
Jeana Lee '07
Mary Kate Long '10
Mary Adams Loomba '58
Deborah Margolis '92
Lucile Mason '47
Jamie Meliado '10
Sonora Miller '04
in memory of Rebecca Rosenthal '09
Lisa Moline '84
Julia Nims '09
Naomi Parekh '05
Aileen Park '96
CURRENT LIBRARY FUNDS

Ann Seager Castle 1982 Fund
Dennis and Marjorie Castle
in memory of Ann Castle '82

Archives
Margaret Allen '67
in memory of Lois Van Hoesen '68 &
Kimberly King Zea '84
Jane Wallace '47

Art Library
Ellen Detlefsen '68
in memory of Kathleen Shelton '68

Current Library Consolidated Fund
Helen Bryan Smith '53
in honor of Ann Safford Mandel '53
in memory of
Helen Jones Duff 1918
Ruth Mortimer Lancaster '53
Eleanor Lincoln
Martha Love '72
Rosemary O'Connell Offner '53
Mildred Packard
Virginia Perkins
Mildred Perry 1910

C. Dana Rouillard '25
Ronald Smith
Lisa Sprague
Lisa Hendrian Tate '53

Josten Library for the Performing Arts Fund
Amalia Francalangia '08
Carol Joyce Gotwals '50
Peter Josten

Library Furnishings Fund
Elinor Friedman Klein '56

Sophia Smith Collection
Donald and Cynthia Adamczyk
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11
Barbara Aitken and Claire Deloria
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11
Caroline Dwight Bain '44
Dec Bates
Betty Millard Foundation
Robert and Patricia Bonesteel
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11
Kevin and Andrea Brown
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11
Central New York Council for the Social Studies in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Matching Gifts
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Ernst and Young Foundation
Ford Foundation
GE Foundation
Hercules Fund
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
Levi Strauss Foundation
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
Standard Insurance Company
State Farm Companies
Verizon Foundation
Walt Disney Company Foundation
Philip and Elizabeth Clift
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Clarisse Coggins
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Margaret Compton
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Cooley Dickinson Hospital
in memory of Paul Seton '48

Janice Cronk
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Peggy Block Danziger '62

Leonard and Christine DelVecchio
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Marian Desrosiers
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Michael Farrell
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Patricia Franz
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Hannah Frydman '12

Brenda and Michael Gridley
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Patricia Ann Hamblen
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Dorothy Oxman Helly '52

Mary Kay Hueber
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Susan and John Kline
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Amy Klymkow
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Nancy Lazara
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Liverpool Elementary School Staff
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Mary Loomans
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Beth Lozier
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Kathryn MacDougall
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Anne MacKay
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Catherine Maw
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

James and Kitty Miller
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Victoria Milne
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Joan Mix
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Vincent and Erlinda Monterosso
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Frederic and Karen Muir
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Janet Murphy
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

National Council for the Social Studies
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Elizabeth Nichols '90

Joanne O'Connor
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Kim O'Neil and Anna Dadson
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Susan O'Neil
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Diane Pasinski
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Lin da Pellecchia '68

Elizabeth Randall '79

Lynda Rill
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Diane Ryan
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Melanie Sadler
in memory of Cynthia Propper Seton '48

Patricia Schisa
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Bonnie Schulkers
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Sarah Sheahan
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11

Smith College Library Staff Fund
in honor of Sherrill Redmon

Silvana Solano '83

Carol Stilwell
in memory of Erin O'Neil '11
LIBRARY ENDOWED FUNDS

Elizabeth Burns Applegate Memorial Fund
Mary Applegate Applegate Fisher ’40
in memory of Elizabeth Applegate

Caroline Dwight Bain ’44 Book Fund (History)
Caroline Dwight Bain ’44

Frances Garber Pepper 1962 Fund
M. Jenny Kuntz Frost ’78
Kate Kelly ’73

Friends of the Libraries Jean Wilson ’24 Endowed Book Fund
Helen Bryan Smith ’53
In memory of Jean S. Wilson ’24

Friends of the Libraries Preservation Fund
Anonymous
Kimberley Knittel ’89
Sherry Hill Martin ’59
Dianne Mitchell ’09
Mary Damiano Pinney ’58
in memory of Helen Hopkins Damiano ’32

Matching
Bank of America Foundation

Sophia Smith Collection – Margaret E. Mahoney Papers
Irene Diamond Fund

Sophia Smith Collection Dunlop Fund
Joan Dunlop

SSC Southworth Papers Fund
Sarah Thomas Gillett ’60

Jamie Richardson ’06
Jessica Wallis ’05
Arlene Colbert Wszalek ’83
Felicia Fung Yeh ’88
Helen Bigelow Hooker ’10 & Mildred R. Perry ’10 Memorial Book Fund
Helen Bryan Smith ’53

Jones-Duff-Woehrlin Fund
Helen Bryan Smith ’53

Library Acquisitions Fund
Stephanie Sowa Dickey ’75

Marjorie Lamberti 1959 Library Renovation Fund
Marjorie Lamberti ’59

Quentin Quesnell College Archives Fund
Quentin Quesnell

Rose S. and Joseph I. Sternlieb Library Fund
Marian Sternlieb Blum ’53
in memory of Rose Sternlieb
Lois Sternlieb Mezer ’47
Rosemond Starin Hyman '12 and Robert E. Hyman Fund

Nancy Hertz Ellis '68
in honor of Caren Byrd Borland '68
in memory of Dorothy Hyman Hertz '41 & Rosamond Starin Hyman '12

Matching
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Ruth Mortimer Rare Book Room Fund

Margaret Ford '80 and John Stewart
in memory of Ruth Mortimer Lancaster '53

Studwell Endowed Fund

Marjorie Agate
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Susan Anderson
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Elizabeth Andrews
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Carol Benintendi
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Jean Nielsen Berry '58
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Amanda Bowen
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Bernice Kelley
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Coleen Burgess
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

James Carbone
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Johanna Carll
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Elizabeth Carroll-Horrocks '78
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

James Cartwright
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Geoffrey Crew
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Kathleen Durning '80
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Anne Engelhart
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Mary Gallagher
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Barbara Garberson-Schmid
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Susan Gately '80
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Diane Hamer
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Bertha Hartry
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Harvard Art Museums
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Mary Sneed Hinkel '73
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Susan Holloran
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Lisa Jordan
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Kate Kelly '73
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Terry Lacy '48
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Marianna Lull
in honor of Jane Mead von Salis '48
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Lisa May
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

John and Susanne Mead
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Leslie Morris
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Laura Moskowitz
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Peabody Terrace Children's Center
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Lilian Randall
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Jane Ritter
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Deborah Rosenkrantz
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Christine Sanni
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Ann Edwards Shanahan '59
in memory of Susan von Salis '79
Martha Smith '79
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Heather Soyka
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Cheryl Stadel-Bevans '90
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Susan Steinway '78
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Kathleen Stevens
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Marcia Stone
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Peter Stoneley
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Brooke Aronson Trent '57
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Rebecca Uchill
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Jane Mead von Salis '48
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

David von Salis
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Jane Ward
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Susanne Zimmermann
in memory of Susan von Salis '79

Matching
Bank of America Foundation

LIBRARY GIFTS IN KIND

Margaret Anderson
Chelsea Andrews '11
Ann Baker
Naomi Barshi '12
Alison Bastien
Jennifer Baumgardner
Suzanne Boorsch '58
Eleanor Briggs '58
Jane Kochmann Brooks-Beer '42
Theo Brossman
Melvin Carlson
Emily Nugent Carrier '64
Deborah Lynch Chrisman '73
Judith Lissauer Cromwell '57
Joan Pokross Curhan '59
C. Davis
John Davis
Margaret Donohue DeFrancisci '88
and Leonard DeFrancisci
Elizabeth Denne
Thomas Derr
Paul Dryfoos
Thomas Dublin
Abigail Dunlap '13
Joan Dunlop

Susan Goodall '83
Ladislav Hanka
Gloria W. Heath '43
Roman Hernandez
Joan Hutchinson '67
Yu Jin '14
Carolyn Johnston
Daniel Kelm
Christine Kermaire
Antonia Kramer '73
Agnes Bixler Kurtz '62
Helen Jones Lea '54
Daniel Leab
Anthony Leach
Lisa Leghom
Dana Leibsohn
Ann Leone '71
Nancy Neaher Maas '63
Edward Maeder
Ann Martin '77
Didier Mutel
National Congress of Neighborhood Women
Vara Neverow
New England Learning Center
Michael Nicholson
Diane Nixon '57